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OO-UX
A process that supports
cross-functional teams
It is critical to the ultimate success of
cross-functional teams to work from a
global view, with clearly bounded contexts
DETAILED OVERVIEW COLLATED BY BENJINE GERBER

Abbreviations
CTA – call-to-action
hi-fi – high fidelity
lo-fi – low fidelity
LoE – level of effort
MVP – minimum viable product
OO – object oriented
OO-UX – object oriented user experience
OOP – object oriented programming
UI – user interface
UML – Unified modelling language
UX – User experience
References: In summary, this is a collation of ideas from various
articles on OOP, UX and OO-UX, as an introduction to OO-UX.
Private presentation | Not for publication | Work document
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Pains of today
When cross-functional teams work within a bounded context,
but without a global view – there is a strong tendency for
boundaries of modular building blocks to become fragmented.
The bigger the team, the bigger the problem. As few as three
people can begin to encounter serious problems. Breaking down
the system into ever-smaller contexts is not the answer because
eventually a valuable level of coherency will be lost.

When everyone is on their own, having to
reverse-engineer vague object models

In the absence of a global view, individually bounded contexts,
lead to problems.

Fragmentation
Typically on large projects, the solution model fragments into
multiple models. Continuous flux of an evolving solution blurs the
bounds, which complicate interconnections. It is often unclear
in what context a model should be applied. Communication
among team members becomes confusing. When code based
on distinct models without a global view are combined, the
result can be buggy and unreliable.

Entropy
Over time the solution becomes inconsistent and this confuses
the brand, team and user alike. This is painful, and expensive
to ignore. Development and maintenance efforts slow down
– it becomes more expensive and less effective. Outdated
collections of documentation and parts of the system need
updating and this becomes a source of distraction.

Dead ends
In tree structured solutions, the user can become frustrated
when they veer off the happy path that was designed for them
and they need to click around and often reach a dead end. By
using OO-UX, we can make sure that all objects are meaningfully
connected, we can provide the user with contextual paths they
need for navigation. The objects form the persistent navigation
and serve as the fire-escape.

Technical debt
Typically, most attention is given to expediently adding new
features and little refactoring gets done. Failure to refactor can
result in accumulation of technical debt, such as near duplicate
or too lenthy methods.
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What is OO-UX

UX responsibilities

The ultimate aim is to meet user needs.

User experience design is a highly multi-disciplinary field.
Responsibilities depend on the context of the solution and requires
collaboration of the team and subject-matter experts.

OO-UX is a multi-disciplinary, interactive, object-oriented
process for developing solutions – where models, features and
interaction flows are based on user needs and goals. OO-UX
can be applied to any kind of solution, eg. devices, software, real
world objects to produce intuitive, high-quality user experiences
and solutions that are easy to extend and maintain.
All facets of the brand are connected to the user’s needs and
goals in a way that satisfies both sides of the relationship as well
as complies to contextual requirements and constraints. It can
encompass optimisation of all facets of user experience and
their interaction with all facets of the brand.

“The metaphor, once found, is a perfectly
definite thing: a collection of objects,
actions on objects, and relationships
between objects.”

General

Discover + scope

Model, sketch + Build

Test

Planning

Scope and Brief

OO-UX modelling

User testing

Scheduling

Existing assets audit

Contextual models

Usability testing

Project co-ordination

Research

Content and data

User feedback

Brand strategy

Brand interview

Interaction Flow

Expert evaluation

Information architecture

User interview

Wire-framing

Integrity and refactoring

Communication

Contextual Interview

System mapping

Instructional design

Cognitive science

Mood boards

Prototypes / MVP

Accessibility

Ergonomics

User stories

Specifications

Animation

Sociology

Personas

Collaboration

Usability

Dave Collins, Designing OO-UI
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OO-UX abstraction

OO concepts

An OO-solution is a collection of loosely connected objects.

The team can deal with problems at a high level of abstraction.
We can define and manipulate objects simply in terms of the
calls-to-actions they understand and a description of the tasks
or events performed, ignoring implementation details.

Object-orientated abstraction is a problem-solving process. It
involves decomposing problems into solution domains by way
of representing information and intentions as objects, object
properties and calls-to-action.
OO-abstraction resonates with techniques that the user uses
in their everyday life to solve problems. OO-abstraction scales
very well, and can handle the most trivial, as well as very complex
problems.
An executable system is designed based on a model of the
objects involved in meeting the goals of the brand and user
in real world terms. The solution is more or less a contextual
simulation of the model-universe of brand and user.
When the team thinks about problems in terms of metaphors
about objects, calls-to-action and responsibilities, it helps them
to access their intuition, ideas and understanding that is relatable
from their everyday experiences.

Designing an OO-solution is like organising a community of
individuals. Each member of the community is given certain
responsibilities. The achievement of the goals for the community
as a whole come about through the work of each member, and
the interactions of members with each other.
A community of objects cooperate to deliver a solution.

Objects
OO-UX modelling is done based on objects and data, rather
than actions and logic – objects first then actions, data first
then logic. The term ‘object’ is used to in connection with real
world objects. People use nouns (objects) when describing
an experience, a person, or a place. Objects are how people
perceive and interact with real-world things and abstractions.
• The world is made of objects
• The user think about and act on objects
• Software developers code using objects
• Design theory has us thinking in objects

OO-UX design and development
An OO-abstraction offers large building blocks that the team
can quickly assemble. Unified Modelling Language (UML) is
a popular international standard used for object-oriented
modelling. Use the OO paradigm throughout the entire UX and
development life-cycle for modelling brand, user and solution
domains – structures and behaviours.

• Communication is object-oriented
• People think object-action – noun-verb
• Navigation is centred around main objects
• Objects are the primary representations in UI
• Objects are important for solving problems
• Each object has a role to play in the solution
• Objects guide actions and interaction flows

“Ask not what you can do to the information structure, but
rather ask what the information structure can do for you.”

• We need to think in objects that the user can relate to
• The user can classify objects based on how they behave

Objects fit together into a coherent representation based on
what the user is trying to do. Solutions are comprised of objects
communicating with or acting on each other.
OOP concepts
• Method: An object will exhibit its behaviour by invoking a

main
object

method in response to a CTA.
• Tasks are human actions on objects. The same user can have

different types of actions (CTAs).
• Events are system actions on objects. The same object can have

different types of events (CTAs).

CTA

property
attribute
state
memory

core
content

metadata

nested
object

method
do somthing in
response to CTA

• Responsibilities: In object oriented programming behaviour is

described in terms of responsibilities, which increases the level
of abstraction. Each object is responsible for specific actions.
Distribution of responsibilities needs to be crystal clear. This
permits greater independence between objects (loose coupling),
a critical factor in solving complex problems. The entire collection
of responsibilities associated with an object is often described
by the term protocol.
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Class

Inheritance

The term ‘class’ comes from ‘classification-of-objects’. Software
developers map real world objects to object classes. A class is
the concept of an object – it simply represents a grouping of
similar objects – and is a separate entity from a particular object.

Classes are organised in a single tree structure, called inheritance
hierarchy – properties and behaviour associated with instances
of a class are automatically available to any class associated with
a descendant in this tree structure. In other words – data and
behaviour associated with classes higher in the tree can also be
accessed and used by classes lower in the tree. Such classes are
said to inherit their behaviour from the parent classes.

real world
object B

real world
object C

conceptualise

object
class

properties

CTAs
methods

instantiate

object A

object B

solution

object C

classes of objects

real world
object A

instance of a class

real world

real world objects

In programming languages, every object is an instance of a class.
When they make an object from a class – they are instantiating
it. Behaviour of objects is dictated by the object class – instances
of the same class will behave in a similar fashion. The method
invoked by an object in response to a CTA is determined by the
class of the object. All objects of a given class use the same
method in response to similar CTAs. A class is the repository for
properties and behaviour associated with an object.

OO-UX principles
By empathising with brand and user needs and their contextual
mental-models, we learn what should be included in the solution
and why.
• All problems are solvable
• Users and problems hold the key to the solution
• We are guided by what we learn

Encapsulation

• Build empathy with user hopes, fears, needs

An object is an encapsulation of state (data values) and behaviour
(operations). In software development – it means well thought
out hiding of details and restricting of access – it forces external
entities to interact through publicly available access points, such
as the API – un-encapsulated code is bad for various reasons.

• Strive to understand the user's actual needs

Implementing a great deal of isolation and encapsulation within
the domain model helps to maintain the OO-UX model as a pure
and helpful structuring, visualisation and language construct.
Relationships
Objects have relationships to other objects. Relationships among
objects need to be identified and described.
Information architecture
Information is about objects, which is separate from knowledge
and data. OO-UX is the art of structuring information in a
solution domain to support usability and findability. Find-ability
is a critical success factor for information architecture. OO-UX
support easy navigation and increased findability.
Design patterns
Design patterns are ways to synthesise techniques for handling
common problems. This may include a tight collection of
reusable modules, templates and code. Reusable design pattern
have corresponding reusable code and coding patterns.
Refactoring

• Objects first, content first, mobile first
• Think in terms of objects before calls-to-action
• Object design before interaction design
• Code before wireframes
• Data before logic
• Content becomes navigation
• MVP-driven, test-driven development
• Prioritisation, mobile only MVP
• Iterate on fidelity, not functionality
• Experiment, fail early and often, iterate refinement
• Diverge and converge – iterate towards market fit
• Lean team, modular design, minimise cost
• Flexibility and agility, reusable parts
• Loose coupling between objects that interact
• Adapt to changing requirements and needs
• Naming – aim to use standardised terms
• Uncover undreamed of innovative solutions
• A single OO-UX domain model for cross-functional approaches

UX, Design Thinking, User-Centred-Design, Agile, Lean branding,
Lean UX, Scrum, Lean startup
• Aim for something pragmatic

Continuously review the solution with the aim of improving the
design and code, making it easier to work with, when extending
and maintaining the solution. Refactoring browsers automate
some of the refactoring.

Goals and plans

• Allow for more abstraction

• Articulate what we want to achieve: what, why, when, how.

• Breaking code into more logic pieces

• Defined roles and responsibilities

• Maintain a loose timeline and plan
• Goals, KPI, deadlines, benchmarks
• Iteratively re-align plans to MVP and schedule changes

• Improve names and location of code
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Innovation mindset

OO-UX benefits

• Confidence – The team has the ability to act on big ideas.

There are many benefits to be gained by working in a highly
cohesive, object oriented way – and benefits increase with
solution complexity.

Confidence helps us get where we need to be.
• Making – Tangible prototypes are powerful - it helps with

learning and conveying ideas to get feedback.
• Failure – Learn directly from the user when experimenting.

The point is not to try get it right the first time.
• Empathy – Gain understanding about the user and context. We

leave behind preconceived ideas.
• Embrace ambiguity – Viewing the challenge from various angles

shows us the possibilities and helps the solution to reveal itself.
• Iteration – Get feedback by sharing and to make sure to advance

the right idea. Zoom in on most desirable, feasible and viable.
• Optimism – Drives continuous innovation to tackle really

challenging problems, focussing on possibilities.
• Creativity and energy – work in teams.

user
goals

acquisition
value

usability

ROI
upkeep

Objects are a realistic way to think about achieving brand and
user goals. People find it easier to perceive a system through
objects rather than actions. Contributions across disciplines can
converge around a unified, dynamic model.

Domain language
The OO-UX model provides a scaffolding for better crossfunctional team communication. It gets diverse stakeholders
talking about the same concepts within the same context, using
similar language.
A solutions is constructed using terminology that is almost the
same as what the brand and user use in everyday life. An objectoriented approach decreases the semantic gap between the
solution and the real world. When the objects – of the brand,
in the user’s mind, in the process, designs and databases – are
the same, it gets everyone speaking the same language and
streamlines the design-test-iterate cycle.
A dynamic glossary for the OO-UX model is useful as a
benchmark for best use of terms used in the solution context.
Experts in each area of the domain can add and describe terms
to use that work for the user, the brand and the team. Through
the ages it has been useful for communities with common
interests, to develop a specialised vocabulary for concepts they
wish to discuss, which ensures that they can easily relate to one
another in contextual terms.
The OO-UX model is a stable abstraction which can easily be
understood – this allows the brand and user to give feedback
on the solution. It allows for simpler design documentation and
customer-centric technical documents.

OO-UX
brand
goals

Objects and OO-design system

technology
support

Brand
By on-boarding an OO-UX process, the brand invests in humancentred design leadership and culture as well as design process.
A true reflection of the brand, user and landscape needs to be
established, through rigorous audit, research and analysis. OOUX helps resolve practical and real-world questions for the
brand to enable them to make decisions. It imparts a humancentred sense of ‘why’ that is easy for everybody to understand.

For brands to be able to reach their objectives, they require
a highly efficient, strategic problem solving tool. This is what
OO-UX provides. The OO-UX process works well, whether the
brand has a good brief or not. It reduces risk and overheads
because agility gets baked into an evolving solution.
• Faster idea generation and more insights
• Better prioritization and faster decision making
• Identifying brand ideals that need to be conveyed
• Factors like brand value and risk management can evolve
• Iteratively improve the solution through testing and feedback
• Maintain competitive advantage, standards and trends
• Incorporate brand goals while protecting user freedom of choice

User
We think about solutions through the lens of the real-world
objects in the user’s mental-model. We empathise with the user
– we feel their pain, understand their problems and motivations
– to gain a clear understanding of the context of the user goals.
We extract the user’s mental-model, which allows us to create
a tangible and relatable user experience. The user needs be
able to intuitively understand and interact with objects in the
solution. The user values consistency, clarity, order, simplicity
– it gives them feelings of satisfaction and safety. To be able
to enhance user satisfaction, we need to learn how to improve
ease of use, accessibility and enhance the pleasure experienced
when interacting with the solution.

Team
An OO-UX approach improves collaboration between teams
members. A central OO-model allows for increased innovation,
value creation, iterative refinement and synergy around
planning, conceptualising, development and implementation. It
is a process that can immediately engage and get input from the
entire team. On-boarding becomes easier when introducing new
team members to an OO-structured, modelled, documented
solution, especially if it is hosted within a design system.
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Innovation

MVP

Test

It is important to apply out of the box thinking and OO-UX
provides a lot of room for creativity for creating enticing user
experiences. The modelling process is a great brainstorm to find
all the properties, calls-to-action and relationships.

A prioritised, informed OO-UX model is a great framework for
isolating MVP functionality that address the user’s needs and
goals and is also aligned with brand goals. OO-UX is a great way
of avoiding unnecessary features.

The process is full of opportunities to look beyond the obvious
while staying within the bounds – to experiment and test new
ways for objects to act and relate.

The mental-model prioritisation includes the MVP as well as a
backlog of prioritised objects and object properties for future
iterations.

The user learn quickly by testing the solution with anything from
paper prototypes to a shippable MVP. Quick testing methods
and quick feedback informs iterative learning, modelling and
decisions. With faster testing of ideas, new MVP’s can ship
quicker for iterative refinement of the solution. Get to market
faster with great products.

OO-UX supports value-innovation through all iteration cycles
– follow the process to keep getting the aha-moments and
interesting ways of improving how to get things done.

Mobile-first and prioritization helps us to focus on what matters.
Mobile-first forces us to think about layout later. Start with a
single column design, where content and functionality are
ranked sequential by priority. Merge design and development
abstraction and treat it as an MVP iterative process.

Consistency
Filter out complexity to reduce the number of moving parts.
OO-UX buy-in by some or all stakeholders is a great step towards
increasing consistency. The user loves consistent, satisfying
experiences. Consistency is a pillar of great design.
All the small things that make up experiences have contextual
and hierarchical importance. Consistent, modular representation
makes it easier for the user to understand and use the solution.
By using and OO-UX approach, we improve consistency and
reduce complexity of solutions, interfaces and experiences. This
can be applied to any user touchpoint with the brand.
OO-UX helps us to visually connect modules and interface
components. We can more easily reduce and reuse modules.
Representation of each instance of an object needs to have
consistent data, metadata and actions, prioritised by importance
as viewed by the user. Small differences in the way an object is
represented can cause confusion and slow the user down.
Consistency can be broken when needed, but make sure there
is a good reason for doing that.

Develop excellent understanding of a solution and its bounded
models consisting of objects and properties.

Build
MVP releases become a lot easier. Some of the advantages of
building an MVP on top of an established OO-mental-model are
agile code, loose coupling, re-usability and easy maintenance –
as well as easier synchronising updates.
• Benefits from having a loosely coupled system design. Objects

can be gracefully added or removed without too much effect on
the rest of the solution.
• Build better APIs with portable, independent objects.

Feedback
Input from various stakeholders is constantly needed – a neverending critical process to push the idea forward. Always have
team members dedicated to getting feedback from key persons
and the user.
• Set up Interviews to learn from the user.
• Reach out to expertise who can help point the way forward.
• Gather together a group of stakeholders to get feedback.
• Capture feedback and share back with the team.

Iterate
Iterate on the fly and quickly test ideas. Solutions are never truly
finished. Design, build, test, get feedback, learn and iterate – this
gets a great solution to market. Notice what could be better –
Tweak communication strategy, evolve revenue plan or rethink
distribution. Continue to iterate, soliciting feedback and building
learnings back into the solution, while increasing impact.

• Abstraction for code: Modelling helps coding. OO-modelling

produces abstract and accessible descriptions of both system
requirements and designs, i.e. models that define their essential
objects and calls-to-action, which are valuable development
assets with high level of abstraction. Software architecture
and design patterns with OO-design principles can be applied.
Simple code at application level call on domain model methods
that can move mountains. Functionality in domain model objects
are exposed by hooking them up to a user interfaces.
• Makes life of developers easier – OO-models can generate high-

level database schema, API design.
• Contextual navigation is baked in – and offers intuitive and

interesting options to the user for exploring content through
content.
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OO-UX process
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Steps of an OO-UX
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(1) Discover
Audit

Competitive analysis

• Audit and capture – functionality, user data and content

We do competitive analysis to identify recipes for success,
to avoid pitfalls and to understand competitors well enough
so that we can establish a strong competitive advantage.

• Review analytics – OO-UX-mapping, sticky-notes
• Update and organise static assets before design work begins

Research
Research needs to involve the brand, user and a crossfunctional team in all the stages of development. Discover
the challenge(s). Collect information about the problem that
is needed to refine the challenge and to articulate what
needs to be done.

We learn from industry competitors and similar noncompetitive interfaces to develop an informed mind-set
for user experience design. We need to evaluate strengths
and weaknesses of competing designs of the brand and its
competitors.
Competitive analysis can be done based on objects.
• Select competitors with same values, features and user goals

Context

• Set assessment criteria: eg. novel, simple, usable, accessible

The brand and user see things that others cannot. We
need to learn to see the world like they do by immersing
ourselves into their world. We need to study their business,
environmental, emotional and social context to construct a
detailed model.

• Create OO-UX models of competitor UX features and interface

• A user can provide a contextual guided tour
• Find places where contextual behaviour can be observed
• Pay attention to all levels of context around the user
• How does the user feel before, during, after using the solution?
• What is the user’s mental state? eg. boredom, emergency?

• Compare with model of brand to look for strength + weakness

Constraints
We consider constraints such as regulations, technology or
budget to refine abstract requirements into detailed designs
and code.
• Interview field experts – legal, business, tech, gov/clinical
• Review existing constraints – technical, content, other
• What are the constraints? physical, technical, business, legal

• Where is the user using the solution?

Ideate

• What else is competing for the user’s attention?

Brainstorm with various stakeholders to tap into ideas how
to turn discoveries into opportunities for improving the
solution. Explore and test hunches – whether they are right
or wrong, it is a learning experience.

• Are there internal or external constraints?
• How is the user perceived by others when using the solution?
• Will it make the user look cool or feel proud?
• Who are directly involved in the challenges and goals?
• Who will be indirectly involved via the user?
• Who are the fans, sceptics, collaborators, supporters?
• Is the problem something they want to share with others?
• How can concepts be conveyed through visual communication,

like colour, images or symbols?
• Remain open to inspiration

• Have any themes or patterns emerged? Anything surprising?
• Is there a consistent problem that the user keeps facing?
• Can something else be incorporated to make it a great solution?
• Are all the angles covered?

* If there is a very short timeline, a smaller scale discovery
process can be done that involves (1) user stories, (2) user
experience mapping, and (3) storyboarding.
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(2) Scope
Brand

User

Story research

Define brand success within the context of the solution. More
brand questions at the back of this document.

We need to gain insight into challenges, needs, goals and pain
points of the user within the context of the solution.

• Meet with brand stakeholders to conduct interviews.

• Discuss the solution with the user to extract their mental-model.

• Identify potential risks by completing a business model canvas

• Interview the user at contextual locations.

• Observe, interview and shadow the brand team.

• Listen for the nouns they use and how they connect the nouns.

Stories need to engage with the user by being relevant to them
– through empathy and understanding. We gather contextual
stories that help us to see the connections between the brand,
user and solution. Stories are about wish fulfilment and reminding
the user about their values, dreams and ideals.

• How will the brand know when they succeed?

• What is the crux of the user’s problem? main problem

• What are some important milestones?

• What is the main goal the user want to achieve? main goal

• What are the target dates for the milestones?

• What are all the things the user sees as part of the solution?

• What is success for the brand? two months, 1 year, 5 years

• Why is the user using this solution?

• What is success for the user? two months, 1 year, 5 years

• What do they want from the solution?

• What is success in terms of accountability to partners?

• How would they use the solution?

Solution Pitch

A great brand is a collection of unique and creative perceptions
that reside in the mind and emotional experiences of the user.
The initial thoughts and feelings are very important. A vibrant
brand cultivates a passionate user and lets the brand stand out
from competitors. Brand persona is a clear picture of the brand’s
motivations and preferences.

• How do they feel about it?

A pitch is a way to present a solution, to convince people to rally
for the cause. The pitch needs to be exciting, or urgent to make
a good case. Clarify the key elements of the solution:

• What are the user’s needs and goals?
• What is the user's most important need or goal?

Stories help to inform the content of objects.
• Relate how the brand cares about the user.
• Relate the user’s preferences, needs, desires, goals to behaviour.
• Which stories give hope to the user when they have a problem?
• How are values, culture, solution value reflected in the stories?

• Articulate the essence of the solution.

User persona

• How does it work? be clear and unambiguous
• Why is this important? Why is this solution different?

• Who does the brand want the user to be?

We want to get in their head so that we can understand their
thinking, motivations and preferences with every step of the
interaction. We want to learn what and how the user thinks.

• Why is the brand developing this solution?

• Who is the user? What matters to them?

• What are the brand’s goals?

• What is the user’s mental-model? context

• What are the brand’s expectations?

• Who will broadly be touch by the solution?

• What problem are they dealing with?

• Model the user and their environments

Brief

• Why are they dealing with this problem?

• Interview a mixture of extreme and mainstreams users

• Align priorities to brand goals

• How does the user behave in general or in a group setting

• Ongoing feedback, surveys, interviews, ethnographic research.

• What are the user’s motivations – why they do things

Extract and refine a concise, high-level brief from the information
collected so far. We move from strategy to design by creating an
OO-UX model based on goals.

• Shadow the brand to learn about mental-models and context

• What is the context? Who benefits?
• What call to action does the brand make?
• Create a short, medium and long version.
• Get feedback from users and brand to iteratively refine the pitch.

We need to articulate the scope of the solution into a concise
brief – based on understanding brand and user goals, and
information gathered, as well as the context.
• What are we making? Solution
• Why are we making it? Brand + Problem
• For whom are we making it? User
• What is the context? Context
• How can goals be reflected in measurable, explicit criteria? Criteria
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Example brief
follow
favorite
Chef-Network-App

(3) Model
We will extract an OO-UX model from the user’s mental model
– all the things (objects) that the solution is made of, all the
things the user sees as part of the solution, and how they relate
to one another.
Brief
Functionality is based on the brief. To start modelling we need a
high-level brief and some of our research handy.
• User persona: Who’s Pierre? Research already established a solid

user persona – Pierre, the innovator-chef, working in a gourmet
restaurant.

Main objects
Identify main objects from the brief. Main objects are the main
things like people, events, products, locations. We extract from
the brief – the main objects that have properties – they are the
main things the user care. Main objects are often the repeat
nouns.
There are many types of objects, but for now we are interested
in the main objects that the user cares about. These main objects
link the solution with the brand and user mental-model and the
real-world solution domain.

• Nouns are objects - blue

Abstract nouns can be objects – eg. ‘exposure’ is something the
user hopes will emerge from the solution. Some technical terms
for different types of objects are listed on the last page.

• Verbs are CTAs - methods of objects - yellow

Identify the main objects:

• Adjectives are metadata - peach

• Highlight nouns in the brief in blue.

• Collection of nouns are nested objects - turquoise

• Review and reduce objects to be only the main contextual objects.

Wall and sticky-notes

• What are all the things that need to be a part of this solution to

Work in an area where you can put sticky-notes on a wall or
table. Changes are likely to occur and sticky-notes need to be
swopped, changed or reconsidered.

• What are all the objects that the problem is made of?

• Brand rules and goals are clearly understood

Anyone can create the sticky-notes. Have various team members
and the brand decide together on the validity, relevantce and
criticality of the notes. The end result is a clear visual OO-model
that represents the problem-solution domain.
This OO-model provides a good foundation for ideation – to
think up different ways objects can be related or described,
while goals and the user’s mental modal always remain at the
forefront.
Working with sticky-notes, offer a low-commitment, low stakes
process that allows for easy changes. Using a colour scheme
helps us to think clearly about the solution. Put the sticky-notes
in a rows and columns (see diagrams) – and keep brainstorming
any inconsistencies in the object-model.
• Once modelling is completed, take a photo of the wall to capture

the model into a live OO-design system.

accomplish the goals?
• Which objects does the user care about?
• Which nouns define the solution?
• Discover gaps about brand and user knowledge
• Formulate questions for further research
• Write the name of each object on a sticky-note

Properties
The relevant properties of an object depends
on the context of the solution-domain – we
approach the object from the perspective of the
solution, namely the brand and user goals and
landscape.

key

CTA

Design a social network
suggest
substitute
favorite
favorite
that helps chefs trade
ingredient
recipes requiring exotic
create
create
create
ingredients
edit
edit
edit
delete

delete

delete

main
object

chef

recipe

ingredient

core
content

name

title

name
(common)

metadata

profile
pic

images

other
names
(latin?)

nested
object

bio

description
or summary

images

# of this
chef
followers

steps

description

recipes
created by
this chef

main
object
step
image

region
(country)

followers
(other
chefs)

level of
difficulty

tag

recipes
favourited

date
posted

# of
favorites

ingredients
favourited

# of
favourites

all recipes
used in

author
(chef)

top
ingredients
used in

• Extract properties of the object (next page)

• Create a prototype that simply lets the user navigate from one

object to another, to validate the OO-UX model.

ingredients chefs that
used in
have
this step
favourited
chefs that
have
favorited
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Core content

Metadata

Nested objects

OO-modelling is a great way to identify content and relationships
between content. We can identify content during modelling,
which helps to keep it concise, contextual and within a framework
where updates can be easily synchronised. Benefits include
SEO plus points for structured content, contextual keyword
inclusion, cross-linking and more. The model enables a content
first approach, where we need to know what we want to say
before we can prioritise it.

Metadata is a data that describes other data or summarises data.

Nesting is a way of defining relationships between objects.

Metadata help the user differentiate between different instances
of the same object.
Metadata on objects require design thinking later on – to design
how that metadata will let a user filter a list of objects or create
an object, or how they let other users interact with the object.

Nesting is a collection of objects – objects that are nested
within other objects. Nesting is a design element and not an
object in itself. Examples are calendars, maps. Object nesting is
a powerful avenue for coming up with innovative elements for
accessing content through relevant content of same type.

Metadata enable important contextual navigation, sorting and
filtering options, by size, colour, tags, date, length, and states like
posted, in progress, closed, archived.

Nesting offers contextual navigation to the user – to navigate
from content via content. User can continually explore nested
objects without ever hitting a dead end.

Define metadata of the objects

• Brainstorm and experiment with each object – it takes quite an

Identify core content of the objects.
• What content elements comprise each object?
• What core content defines the object?
• What absolutely has to be there? eg. name, photo, bio
• How can I help the user intuitively understand what the object is?

• Look for metadata like: Size, colour, tags, date, length, # of likes.
• States: posted, in progress, closed, and closed with feedback.

intense conversation to identify the valid or most useful possibilities
• Do thought experiments for each object.
• Consider how each object might nest the sibling objects.
• Will object A be made up of lots of object Bs?
• Make decisions or decide to explore questions more through

research or interviews.

core
content

metadata

nested
objects
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Priority

Call-to-action (CTAs)

This activity provides a starting block for the feature and visual
emphasis for each element of the object. Those involved in this
process gain a good understand about early stage features and
page hierarchy.

follow

key

Prioritise the main core content, metadata, nested objects.

favorite

favorite

suggest
substitute
ingredient

create
edit
delete

create
edit
delete

create
edit
delete

CTA

• Which are the most important sorting and filtering mechanisms?
• Re-arrange the sticky-notes in each column top to bottom
• Most to least important – must have, nice-to-have, not important

The object model is a first draft for creating lo-fi wireframes, to
provide a basis for discussion and collaboration with brand, user
and the team.
Symbols
Unique avatars can be assigned to objects, properties, calls-toaction, teams and team members to increase visiual recognition
and placement in wireframes where space is limited.
Here are some examples:

core
objects content

Identify quick, lo-fi CTAs for each object they are applied to.
These are object interactions within the MVP.
• From the brief, identify actions (verbs) performed on objects
• Highlight verbs in yellow.
• Think about the ingredient object in the Chef-Network-App.

• Imagine which properties are most important for the user.
• With what priority will the properties for each object be interfaced?

favorite

• What are all the things that Pierre might want to do to an

ingredient? Eg. Mark the ingredient as a favourite?
• Continue to brainstorm all possible CTAs to objects.

main
object

chef

recipe

ingredient

• For ‘ingredient’ can the user: save, favourite, follow, or buy?
• Who does what, when and why?

title

name
(common)

profile
pic

images

other
names
(latin?)

recipes
created by
this chef

author
(chef)

images

# of this
chef
followers

level of
difficulty

top
ingredients
used in

followers
(other
chefs)

date
posted

description

bio

# of
favourites

region
(country)

recipes
favourited

description
or summary

tag

ingredients
favourited

steps

all recipes
used in

step
image

# of
favorites

core
content

name

metadata

nested
object

• What actions does the user take on each object?
• How are objects interacting?
• What does the user want to do?
• What can the user do and what can they not do?
• Talk to the user about the buttons and animated interactions.
• Think about error prevention, error handling, edge cases.
• Add all things that ensures the user feels the solution is great.
• CTA conversations tend to loop back around to rethinking objects.

meta
data

nested
objects

CTAs

CTA

ingredients chefs that
used in
have
this step
favourited

alerts

chefs that
have
favorited
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(4) Flow
Naked objects pattern - Based on the premise that if you have
a good OO-UX model, the user interface can be a reflection of
the model – doing this forces the team to design a great OO-UX
model.
Build a rough, clickable prototype of the solution to validate the
OO-mental-model with the user. Talk to the user and make sure
that the right doorways to interaction were included. Once the
model is validated, we are perfectly positioned to start sketching
and prototyping the experience the user is going through.
It is critical for all stakeholders to work together to provide input
needed for creating a complete MVP-design that can be built.
Extract interaction flow from the user mental-model so it can
be represented effectively in interfaces. A user expects to see
connections between objects and use metadata for navigation
and filtering objects. Interaction flow needs to enable a great
user experience. We need to define what works best for the
user. Conceptual design has to match user expectations and
standards of the best suited UI patterns and components.

High fidelity CTA inventory
Armed with a simple prototype of interconnected objects and
associated CTAs, we have a mechanism to discuss functionality
with the user and other stakeholders. Expand on CTAs using a
CTA inventory and include criteria that keeps the conversations
focused. CTAs can get complicated.

Interaction design is about providing a flow for the user to act on
objects to reach a solution. A chain of CTAs lead to the ultimate
solution. The spreadsheet format helps to capture complexities
and conditions:

Add useful ideas that emerge from CTA conversations. Update
the object map and reflect the relationship with any new nested
or dynamic objects that are created by CTAs.

• Why do we have this CTA? What is the purpose, and what user or

• Conditions and permissions for how and when the CTA display

– some CTAs are limited to users roles or states of objects.
• Example: “A chef can edit and delete own recipe objects. Cannot

favour an own recipe. Can favour another chef’s recipe and
cannot edit or delete it.
• Conditional logic – If-then-statements can be based on the

user’s behaviour, brand rules and various other parameters.
• Distribution of responsibilities needs to be clear. Who does what,

when and why? How do objects relate to other objects?

Capture thoughts about each CTA and the interaction flow:
brand goal does it support?
• Who will trigger this CTA? A user or user type? Someone with a

special permission or role?
• Where is this CTA triggered? Where else could it be triggered based

on the user's needs?
• How much complexity triggered by this CTA? This can help us

estimate level of effort (LoE)
• Has the CTA been researched and validated?
• What questions and discussion points does this CTA raise?
• Priority of CTAs for launch? Critical, nice-to-have or can wait.
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Storyboard

User story cards

Constraints

Design the interactions – sketching out interaction flows,
with confidence that the functionality that is being included is
rooted in solid ground. Make sure that users feel as if they are
manipulating tangible things when they get things done within
the solution, such as create, add, remove, edit, move, save. They
will know what they’re doing – and what they’re doing it to.

User story cards are used in Agile to capture descriptions about
a feature of the solution from the user perspective. The user
story describes type of user, what they want and why. The cards
are grouped as a story in which the user wants do get similar
things done. A story incorporates a full feature. The brand and
the team meet about the story cards. Acceptance criteria to
determine if the story is complete are established. The team
come up with ideas to meet criteria and illustrate ideas by
creating UML models and prototypes.

Brainstorm action that are taken on objects within constraints
to increase creativity and arrive at innovative solutions. This
ensures that the bases are covered. Brainsorming the object
framework within constraints helps to uncover functionality
that would not otherwise have considered – object structure
and constraints gives creative thinking a lot of support.

Quick, lo-fi storyboards can help with visualising concepts at
any stage of development.
• Who will use it, where, and how?
• Sketch out how ideas work in a series like a comic book
• Sketch out storyboards of how the user might use the solution
• Show key moments – make it tangible enough to elicit a response

User stories are written in this format: As a [user role], I want to
[verb-centric behaviour], so that [user value added] + acceptance
criteria. User value added ties the story to a parent feature. Story
cards can be split between team members to work on the story.

• Look for the relationships and dependencies between objects
• Contextual bounds: Explicitly define the context within which a

model applies.
• Keep the model consistent within contextual bounds
• Map and document all constraints – budgets, time limitations,

hardware, software, performance requirements, usability

• Give thorough consideration to context and constraints
• Get the team to give feedback on the storyboard
• Role play with the team, brand and users to test ideas
• Primary workflows – use calls-to-action to guide the user
• Contextual navigation – nested objects, meta data
• Persistent navigation – use main objects as a fire-escape

The storyboard provides a model for experience attributes,
visual language and visual style.

Pictures are worth a thousand
words. Using sequential illustrations
with dialogue copy or narrative,

• Create lo- and hi-fi prototypes – whiteboards, paper

storyboards are great ways to

• Parallel processes may include industrial design and testing

demonstrate the user experience

• Give the test user various tasks to perform on the prototypes
• Take note of insights and issues that the user encounters

through a few key images

• Make changes in the design and reiterate the testing phase
• Test with the user what combinations for navigation work well

Interaction design
• Ask the how questions.

USER STORY: noun verb adjective metadata

• Define how the user will achieve their actions.
• Design how the user take action on objects.
• Incorporate user preferences identified from collected research
• Define interaction patterns that are best suited for the context
• Include features, content, metadata that are important to the user
• Include interface behaviour eg. drag-drop, selection actions
• Establish effective ways to utilise strengths of the solution
• Define interfaces that are intuitive and consistent throughout

As a user I can view
numerous recipes so that
I can rate each recipe.

As a user I can
add/edit/delete comments
for each recipe and
sort by date posted.

Experience design is a main competitive differentiator.
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lo-fi prototypes
main/dynamic/nested object

CTA
search

core content
nested
object

meta
data

CTA

nested
object

nested
object

nested
object

hi-fi prototype
chef

ingredient

recipe
chef

about

description

ingredient
recipe

ingredient

recipe

ingredient

favourite
ingredient

favourite
ingredient

similar
chef

similar
chef

recipe

recipe

recipe

recipe

chef that loves this
instruction

related
recipe

chef that loves this
related
recipe

substitute
ingredient

substitute
ingredient

Wireframes are the high-level structure that forms the interaction framework for the interacton flow,
behaviour and layout. Share wireframes with relevant stakeholders for collaboration, feedback and review.
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OO-UX model
Data
Logic and code

flow

Cross functional team

layers

Interface

(5) Build

(6) Test

The OO-UX model allows for efficient translation of the brand
and user’s goals into a valid and agile MVP, prototype or other
simulations. The aim of rapid prototyping and building an MVP
is to test or ship quickly – with a sense of urgency. Prototypes
need to be shared immediately with the brand, users and other
team members. Each time, feedback is used to build a new
prototype for testing improved ideas. This targeted approach
can greatly improve user experience.

Only through testing can we validate our assumptions, and
discover if we are satisfying real user needs – we learn about
what works and what doesn’t work.

• Sort story cards into a solid set of features for an MVP

Acceptance testing and quality assurance

• Which main objects make up the MVP?
• What’s a must-have for this thing to get it out the door?

Double check the working MVP against acceptance criteria that
either approves or rejects it. When it is accepted it is ready for
the next phase, eg. launch.

• What features are nice-to-have?

Continuous usability testing

• Which objects can be folded in later? Backlog

Usability testing is to check whether the solution works well for
the user. We test whether the design of the solution is successful
and if not, how it can be improved. We test the design and not
the user. Because designs evolve, usability testing is executed at
every stage of design.

• Start with about 3-5 objects for the first iteration

• What assumptions are crucial to test with the brand or user?

Infrastructure

• How can I show the idea?

Build a prototype, MVP or other simulation and iterate from lo-fi
prototyping to hi-fi prototyping.
• Lo-fi prototyping – Keep building ideas into tangible rough draft

prototypes to be able to test assumptions – use whatever is
available. Make sure the brand and user know it is not the final
solution. Lo-fi prototypes can be combined for getting feedback,
eg. storyboards and roleplaying.

iterate

• Hi-fi prototyping – Hi-fi, clickable and styled prototypes allow

validate
ideas
model

discover

brand, user and team to get a good feel for the solution. The
team can try out ideas and find out how usable the solution is.
• Beta Launch solution – prioritise objects – launch with those

objects and add backlog objects for future launches. Unused
objects define the features backlog for future MVPs.

validate
model

• Observe the user’s behaviour to base ideas on real evidence
• Test in various ways to learn more what works and what doesn’t
• Share results and find ideas how feedback can be incorporated

Ongoing feedback
Feedback pushes things forward. Ensure that feedback is
honest, make sure that the user knows that negative feedback
is welcome. Share with many people including mainstream,
extreme and cross-section users. Capture feedback in exact
words.
• Share the prototypes and find out what they think
• Do surveys, interviews, workshops and testing
• Keep sharing new discoveries with the team
• Observe and ask questions

• Establish which key features are proven to be most relevant

Monitor and Evaluate

• Develop prototype libraries that include patterns, test-data,

Design ways to measure impact and merge it into the solution.

modules, content, style.

validate
mvp

• Evaluate the MVP with brand and user to get feedback

• What needs to be monitored and evaluated?

Refactor

• Take a prototyping attitude to measurement.

Prevent fragmentation: Institute a process of merging all code
and other implementation artefacts frequently, with automated
tests to flag fragmentation quickly. Relentlessly check for use of
ubiquitous language – to preserve a consistent, shared view of
the model as the concepts evolve in different people’s heads.

• Hire an outside team for this function, if needed.
• Dynamic measurement tools (like sales numbers) may be useful
• Balance quantitative and qualitative measurements.
• A mix of stories and data can be very powerful.
• Tweak the model based on learnings.

build
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OO-UX design system
Ideally, a design system is part of the process of developing
solutions. An OO design system can gradually eradicate entropy
and improve the consistency and quality of the solution.
A design system can be seen as an MVP in itself – a digital
collaborative development tool – that enables cross functional
teams to navigate the same 00-models, CTA inventory,
constraints inventory, dynamic style guides, development,
backups and other custom productivity frameworks and tools.
Keep team efforts aligned, and keep all aspects of the solution in
line with brand and user goals. Share knowledge with all project
stakeholders.
An OO design system can serve the following functions:
• Browse-able updatable, OO-UX-models, documented decisions
• Facilitates MVP design, integrate with planning and scheduling
• MVP interfaces – Generate lo-fi prototypes for testing
• Wireframe: Export a set of objects to applications – illustrator –

wireframes and scripting or Sketch – UI work.
• Generators: From code to front=end boilerplate or parts of

prototypes. Define field types for each object property and
then generate SQL boilerplate or point at Rail generator.
• UI: Define HTML tags for objects and properties, a basic HTML

structure with BEM class names based on context/labeling.
• CMS: Objects have associated core content – these are the

fields of the CMS system, nested content is the taxonomy.
• Supports development and implementation
• Documentation and common language glossary
• Establish standards for objects across product lines
• Dynamic specification updates and alerts. Decisions and changes

made in any forum can be updated to the design system, making
the decisions and changes accessible to everyone.
• Annotated wireframes give developer the necessary information

they may need to successfully code the project
• Object State: Workflows are collections of related objects
• Clear Identifiers: Each object has anID, the team has the same

understanding of that object and which workflows utilize it
• Color coding and icons: Visual distinction for objects, properties,

CTAs in models, code and wireframes.

Design systems increase design and code consistency and
solution development efficiency. Pieces of the system are
reusable across different parts of a solution and even across
different solutions.
Design systems establish the ever growing and ever changing
source of truth for the entire design and development teams.
And this is the key to scale. Everything connects back to code,
so developers can reuse rather than recreate.
MVP Libraries
• Brand strategy
• Design principles, grid/layout definitions
• Guides – brand, style colour, palettes, icons, layout, assets
• Reusable modules, components, elements, layout templates
• Implementation guidelines, code reference, libraries
• Documentation, standards, brand rules
• Hi-fi ui patterns, lo-fi ui patterns
• Content, editorial guidelines, stories

Reusable components – Reduced interdependence among
objects permits the creation of reusable components. Reusable
components can be created and tested as independent units.
Modular environment – Development team can move to React.
js and web development team can build and maintain their Less
files in a highly structured and modular way.
Bounded context – Map the existing terrain. Identify all the
models that are in play and define their bounded context. This
includes implicit models of non-object-oriented subsystems.
Name each bounded context, and make the names part of the
domain language. Describe the points of contact between the
models, outlining explicit translation for any communication and
highlighting any sharing.
Project Plan
• Logistics, timeline, strengths, skills, needs, budget
• Calendar – dates, deadlines, meetings, travel, field visits
• Budget and staff – constraints and workarounds
• Identify important reading, interviewing to do before fieldwork
• Identify what prototypes, how much time, money, manpower

• Colloquial Naming: object state has one to ease communication
• URLs: Each object state can have a URL for locating assets
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More questions
General

Goals

Competitors

• Describe the brand briefly.

• What is the single most important brand promise?

• Who are your competitors?

• What is the history of the brand?

• Why does it matter?

• Describe your 3 main competitors

• What are the roles of the brand team?

User

• Describe the brand in two words.
• How do the user benefit from what the brand does?
• What problem does the brand solve for the user?
• What makes the brand unique and different?
• What are some of the interesting stories about the brand?
• When you think about the brand, which adjectives come to mind?
• When you think about the brand, what images pop into your head?
• What unique story do we tell the user about the brand?

• Describe the brand’s ideal user
• Share 2 words and 5 adjectives that best describe the ideal user
• Why do the user care about the brand?

• Describe the desired look and feel (style) of your company?

• What does the brand look and feel like for the user?

• Is there an object, icon or person you identify the brand with?

• How do the user feel about the solution?

• What image do you most want to project to your prospective

• What does the user think about the solution?

• What needs of the user does the solution fulfill?

• What is the team’s motto or mission statement?

• What needs of the user does the solution not fulfill?

• What are the team members like?

• Have users reported any problems?

• What are the key adjectives that describes the team?

• How does the brand build + maintain relationships with the user?

• What kind of clothing do team members wear to work?

• What type of content would be relevant to the user?

Vision

Prospects

• What does the brand stand for?

• Describe prospective user, backgrnd, geog, industry, gender, age

• What kind of a leader is the brand?

• Why would prospects engage with or buy from the brand?

• What impression do you want to convey?

• What action does the brand want prospects to take?

• What do you want the brand to become?

• What are some calls-to-action for prospects?

• How do you want the user to see the brand in 2-5 years?

• Where do prospects interact online?

• What is your 5-year vision for the brand?

• How is the brand marketing to prospects?

• What are the weaknesses that may hold the brand back?

Solution
• What solution does the brand offer?
• What type of solution is this? Classification
• What is the quality of solution relative to the price?
• What activities bring the solution to the user? Value chain

customers/visitors.

• Describe the user who buys the solution

• What are the values of the brand team?

• What expertise or value differentiates the brand?

• How is the brand different from competitors?

Visual identity                               	

• What is the decision making process of the user?

• What is the brand’s expertise and key skill set?

• How do competitors emphasise their uniqueness?

• What are the values of the user?

Team

Competencies

• Who are your competitors?

• Describe the brand’s current online presence.
• What are some specific outcomes the brand would like to achieve?
• How do the brand build and maintain relationships with prospects?
• What type of content would be relevant to prospects?

Brand perception
• How does the brand emphasise their uniqueness?
• What is it like to engage with the brand?
• What primary message does the brand want to convey to the user?
• What is a living or inanimate thing that best represents the brand?
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More concepts
• Accessibility – Accessibility describes ease of reach, use and

• Simple objects – are things like colors, coordinates, vectors,

• Story boards – a storyboard is a form of illustration for the

understanding for the user. The overall comprehensibility and
ease of use helps to shorten the learning curve and considers
needs of the user with disabilities.

strings. These objects do not change their behavior based on
their value, they act like values and are kept in collections.

purpose of pre-visualizing an interaction sequence and to
visualise story telling.

• Aggregate: A collection of objects that are bound together

• Strategic Design – is a set of principles for maintaining model

by a root entity, otherwise known as an aggregate root. The
aggregate root guarantees the consistency of changes being
made within the aggregate by forbidding external objects
from holding references to its members.

integrity, distillation of the Domain Model and working with
multiple models

• Call-to-action – A CTA encodes an action to be performed.

User and objects need to act on objects. The user interacts
with objects by passing a CTA. Objects interact with each other
by sending and receiving CTAs. Behind the scenes, a CTA is
bundled with information called ‘arguments’, needed to carry
out the intended action. Objects communicate by sending
and receiving CTAs, eg. find, create, edit, delete. If the object
accepts a CTA, it is responsible for carrying out the indicated
action. The object performs some kind of method (procedurecall) to satisfy the CTA. The user does not need to know how the
object will satisfy the CTA. Behind the scenes various objects
deliver various CTAs to each other.

• Event object: An object that defines an event (something that

happens) within the domain. A domain event is an event that
domain experts care about.
• Service: An operation that does not conceptually belong to

any object. Following the natural contours of the problem,
you can implement these operations in services.
• Persona – an archetypal user for whom the solution is designed

• Ubiquitous Language – A language structured around the

domain model and used by all team members to connect all the
activities of the team with the solution and the user.
• Usability – Usability describes a user’s ability to use a solution.

Usability refers to ease of use, effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction in a specified context of use to achieve specified
goals. While usability is essential, it does not guarantee a positive
user experience. The aim id for maximum usability combined
with maximum desirability.

• Context – The landscape that determines the purpose – of

objects and concepts and the meaning of calls-to-action and
other terms.
• Model – A system of abstractions that describes selected

aspects of a domain and can be used to solve problems related
to that domain.
• Objects – Types of objects and other relevant terms.
• Entity: An object that is not defined by its attributes, but

rather by a thread of continuity and its identity.
• Value object: An object that contains attributes but has no

conceptual identity. They should be treated as immutable.
• Memory: Each object has its own memory (data), which

consists of objects
• Dynamic objects: If you answer yes to any of these, you

probably have a dynamic object • It has multiple instances,
each with unique content • A user can create one • It could
be a search results facet • You can imagine the business
adding or removing one • It has metadata – date posted,
length, number of likes • It’s not specific.
• Concept objects: Objectified concepts are our mental-

objects. Procedures are made up of objectified concepts, the
relationships between the concepts, and strings of actions
taken upon the concepts.
• Inferred object – We can infer an object based on actions or

states mentioned in the brief.
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